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PACE™ ULTIMATE POLISH (1333) 
 

DESCRIPTION 

PACE™ Ultimate Polish is specially formulated for use with orbital polishers. It is a finishing polish to be used as a final 
step after using PACE™ Heavy Cut Compound (#1331) or PACE™ Medium Cut Compound (#1332) to achieve a deep, 
show-car-level gloss. PACE Ultimate Polish can also be used as a one-step finish for enhancing the appearance of a 
vehicle where light correction with a deep gloss is desired. It contains no waxes, fillers or silicones making it 100% 
body shop safe. It is water-based and easy to use, significantly reducing clean-up time. 
 

DIRECTIONS 

Shake well before using. For best results, use with the PACE™ Black Foam Ultimate Polish pad (#890196). To ensure 
maximum performance and dust-free working, the pad should be seasoned. Surface should be clean, cool and dry.  

 Apply four, 1/4” (6.25mm) drops of PACE Ultimate Polish to the pad and spread on surface using your orbital 
polisher set to the 1 or low setting.  

 Once the area is covered, turn orbital polisher up to the 3 or medium setting and with light to no pressure 
work the product from opaque to clear to ensure you have broken down the abrasives and brought the 
surface to a deep gloss.  

 Do not buff to a dry surface.  

 PACE Ultimate Polish is designed to stay wet throughout the entire polishing process to achieve a swirl-free 
finish.  

 Wipe surface with a clean ultra-soft microfiber cloth. 
 

POLISH AND PAD PART NUMBERS 

Polish Size Polish Part # Case Qty. 

8 oz. Ultimate Polish 133308 6 

16 oz. Ultimate Polish 133316 6 

32 oz. Ultimate Polish 133332 6 

 

Pad Size Pad Part # Case Qty. 

PACE™ Black Foam Ultimate Polish Pad (5.5”) 890192 12 

PACE™ Black Foam Ultimate Polish pad (6.5”) 890196 12 
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Significantly increases depth of gloss  Produces a show-car-level finish 

Applies easily; removes simply 
 Water-based to wipe up easily with an ultra-

soft microfiber 

 Saves time and money 

Dust-free application 
 Keeps the rest of the vehicle clean while you 

work 

 Allows for faster clean up 

 

PRODUCT FAQs 

Q1: When should I use PACE™ Ultimate Polish?   

A1: PACE Ultimate Polish can also be used as a one-step finish for enhancing the appearance of a vehicle where light 

correction with a deep gloss is desired. It can also be used as a final step after using PACE™ Heavy Cut Compound 

(#1331) or PACE™ Medium Cut Compound (#1332) to achieve a deep, show-car-level gloss. 

 

Q2: What type of pad should I use with the PACE Ultimate Polish?   

A2: We recommend the PACE™ Black Foam Ultimate Polish Pad in either the 6.5” (#890196) or 5.5” (#890192) size. 

 

Q3: Should I buff to a dry surface?  

A3: No, PACE Ultimate Polish is designed to stay wet throughout the entire polishing process to achieve a swirl-free 

finish.  

 

Q4: How many passes are typical?  

A4: Three passes with PACE Ultimate Polish is normally sufficient. You do not want to buff to a dry surface.  

 

Q5: Is PACE Ultimate Polish body-shop safe?  

A5: Yes, PACE Ultimate Polish contains no waxes, fillers or silicones making it 100% body shop safe. 

 

 


